For the Glider Brackets to function properly, there must be 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" between the Stationary Base and Glider Seat Legs on each side of the project.

1. Drill mounting holes for 1/4"-20 bolts (not included) vertically aligned 7\(\frac{1}{2}\)" apart on opposing surfaces (between the Stationary Base and Glider Seat Legs).

2. Mount Glide Brackets on Stationary Base as shown using 1/4"-20 bolts, nuts and washers (not included).

3. Attach Glider Seat Legs to glider brackets as shown using 1/4"-20 bolts, nuts and washers (not included).

Check Rockler.com for updates. If you have further questions, please contact our Technical Support Department at 1-800-260-9663 or support@rockler.com.